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Highlights

• Provides simple, inherent
"air gap" data protection
against hackers

• Offers many other
capabilities such as
encryption and key
management

• Uses the power of IBM
Spectrum Storage
software-defined solutions

IBM tape solutions provide
modern and powerful data
protection

Tape-based data storage solutions from
IBM offer powerful data protection
capabilities

Cybercrime costs enterprises around the globe nearly USD 2
trillion a year, with an estimated 4,000 ransomware attacks
occurring each day.1 Staggering metrics like these may cause
IT decision-makers to wonder, “Can anything be done to
protect business against this onslaught?”
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A simple and inexpensive data protection solution virtually impervious to cyberattacks does
exist from one of the oldest technologies in the data center—tape. The solution requires users to
simply remove the tapes storing their data from their networks and stack the tapes on the
nearest shelf. The “air gap” thus created between the data and troublemakers provides a simple
defense that effectively prevents penetration by hackers. Air gaps are just one of several types
of data protection that tape can offer.
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The leading tape storage vendor worldwide is IBM, with twice the market share of any other
vendor.2 IBM tape-based data storage solutions provide a wide range of data protection
features, including data encryption, key management and write once, read many (WORM)
technology.

While some industry observers have predicted the demise of tape, this resilient technology
continues to find ways to remain relevant.3As the severity and sophistication of cybercrime
escalates, the simplicity and effectiveness of tape-based data protection solutions make tape
look more attractive than ever.

Advantages of tape

IT architects and decision-makers recognize that tape can be a cornerstone of effective data
protection strategies, although not a complete answer. Tape can offer powerful solutions for

specific threats and use cases at a cost per gigabyte unmatched by other storage technologies.4

For example, consider when ransomware attacks encrypt files, making them inaccessible, and
attackers demand a ransom payment to decrypt them. These types of attacks embed time-
delayed undetected malware into backup repositories, which makes file restoration pointless,
because as data is restored, the ransomware reignites and then re-encrypts the data all over
again. But the natural air gap that simply removing a tape cartridge provides can eliminate the
ransomware cycle of infection and re-infection by creating a data copy essentially impossible for
hackers to corrupt.

Many enterprises have considered eliminating tape from their data protection environments
because tape cannot achieve established Recovery Point Objectives (RPO) and Recovery Time
Objectives (RTO). Too much time is lost loading and accessing data from tape cartridges. Other
data protection solutions such as snapshots and replication can offer better RPO and RTO but
lack the protection against malware or other threats that tape air gaps provide. Public cloud
storage might seem to offer an effective alternative, because it can provide offsite storage
options removed from the focus of a particular cyberattack. But moving large data volumes
across the network can result in long recovery times and expose valuable assets to new threats.

IBM has engineered tape solutions to mitigate the shortcomings of tape while maximizing its
advantages. Tape drives from IBM offer significantly higher storage density than previous
generations, helping to lower the cost of storing large data volumes. IBM tape drives and
libraries provide multiple layers of data protection. And IBM Spectrum Archive, a member of the
market-leading5 IBM Spectrum Storage family of software-defined solutions, offers solutions
that can make access to data on tape as easy and fast as disk.
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Cost-efficient, reliable and secure storage solutions

IBM tape solutions reflect six decades of commitment to the technology. These solutions follow
a product strategy based on innovation, continual improvement, constant communication with
business partners and customers, and a focus on component quality.

IBM TS1160 tape drives

Not all tape solutions are created equal, and one basic and powerful difference lies in the quality
of the tape media itself. IBM designs tape drives specifically to maximize archive stability and
the long-term reliability of the media. The next generation in tape drives is IBM TS1160. Beyond
providing the inherent tape air gaps, the TS1160 offers additional data protection features such
as WORM cartridges, data partitioning, data encryption and key management.

With WORM technology, data can be read many times, but only one initial write is allowed.    
This ensures that data cannot be changed, making it secure against both malware and internal
threats. WORM technology provides compliance assurance for data that requires it, and it can
also provide well-protected copies of data that may be useful for normal data stores, even if
compliance is not specifically required. In addition to powerful data protection and security
features, the new TS1160 drives deliver twice the capacity and more throughput than previous
IBM tape drives (up to 400 mbps native, 900 Mbps compressed). They include dual-port 16 Gb
Fibre Channel interfaces, and the new drives are supported in both the IBM TS4500 and TS4300
tape libraries.

The  TS1160  model

TS7770 virtual tape solutions
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To address the issue of faster data access from tape systems while providing leading-edge data
protection, IBM offers the TS7700 family of virtual tape library (VTL) solutions for mainframes.
The latest member of the family is IBM TS7770.

The TS7700 family can provide a number of advantages for IBM mainframe users. Because
TS7700 solutions work with IBM Z, no additional z/OS software is required to support TS7700
systems. At the same time, IBM Z enjoys full access to all IBM propriety tape library command
sets. z/OS sees the entire TS7700 grid, instead of a series of independent tape libraries. And
TS7700 systems enable efficiencies such as impressive zero RPO, thanks to its synchronous
copy capabilities.

Built with some of the most advanced POWER9 processors, the TS7770 includes enhancements
that help provide improved security, scalability, reliability and performance to IBM Z and
LinuxONE servers. The TS7770 Automated Grid Cloud Failover capability can ensure data is
available from anywhere at any time. This leading-edge technology helps provide nearly zero
seconds failover across up to 8 grid-linked TS7770 systems, 20 GB per second of throughput,
and 19 PB compressed capacity, which can allow mainframes to send more data faster while
reducing the CPU utilization associated with data management.

Perhaps most importantly, the TS7770 supports the IBM Z suite of data protection technologies
collectively labeled as “pervasive encryption.” Essentially, pervasive encryption means that IBM
Z mainframes encrypt data at the host level, in-flight across the network and at rest in storage.
Pervasive encryption:

Decouples encryption from data classification

Reduces the risks associated with undiscovered or misclassified sensitive data

Makes it more difficult for attackers to identify sensitive data

Helps protect all of an organization’s digital assets

Reduces the cost of compliance

Complementary storage “transparent encryption” is essential to an effective pervasive
encryption strategy. Transparent encryption provides the ability to encrypt data on storage
media completely transparent to applications. The TS7770 provides transparent encryption,
plus it complements the IBM Z pervasive encryption strategy in other ways.

TS7770 VTL solutions enable mainframe users to implement a fully-integrated tiered storage
hierarchy of disk and tape with the benefits of virtualization. Powerful grid architecture
capabilities enable interconnection of TS7700 tape systems to form many grid configurations
that can provide resilient high availability and rapid disaster recovery. The TS7770 provides
additional data protection features such as an encryption key manager, encryption-enabled
drives and management of encryption and keys down to the individual storage pool level.
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TS7700 systems also offer Secure Data Erase to manage the security of old data.

When integrated with tape systems such as TS4500, TS7700 solutions offer the air gap between
data and online hackers, providing a safeguard against cyber attacks.

TS7770  Virtual  Tape
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TS4500 tape library

While virtual tape systems and innovative tape drives provide important components of tape-
based storage solutions, the foundation of these solutions is the tape library.

The next-generation IBM TS4500 tape library is designed to help midsized and large enterprises
handle the growing data demands of tape use cases such as:

Big data

Cloud

Media and entertainment

Ultrahigh definition editing

Digital video surveillance

The Internet of Things (IoT)

Active file archiving

Data protection and backup

The TS4500 delivers the density that data growth requires and the efficiency and manageability
to grow with business needs while preserving existing investments in IBM tape library products.
Users can achieve both a low per-terabyte cost and high density with this tape library. The
TS4500 offers up to 8.76 PB of data in a single 10-square-foot library using LTO Ultrium 8
cartridges or 11 PB with IBM 3592 cartridges.

TS4500 libraries feature many powerful data protection capabilities, including automatic control
path and data path failover, tape drive encryption, dual robotic accessors and WORM media
support. Administrators can proactively monitor archived data with policy-based automatic
media verification. TS4500 libraries support the latest generation of IBM Z servers and integrate
with the IBM Z pervasive encryption strategy along with enabling air gap data protection. And
deep integration with IBM Spectrum Archive featuring IBM Linear Tape File System (LTFS)
technology simplifies data access through these libraries.
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The  TS4500  model

TS4300 tape library

Enterprises looking for the data protection and cost-efficiency of tape but with lower capital
investments should consider IBM TS4300. This high-density, highly scalable, easy-to-manage
tape library is designed to keep data securely stored long term while helping reduce the costs
associated with data center space and utilities. The modular design of TS4300 enables users to
increase cartridge and drive capacity as needed. Built around a 3U-high modular base library,
TS4300 can scale vertically up to seven modules, including the base library. TS4300 allows for
expansion with LTO Ultrium cartridges, drives and redundant power supplies. A single robot
manages all modules in the stack.

In a seven-module configuration, TS4300 offers a capacity of more than 270 LTO cartridges.      
A wizard for

installation and configuration enables users to install, expand and service the library without
special training. TS4300 leverages IBM Spectrum Archive for direct, intuitive, graphical access
to data stored in IBM tape drives and libraries by incorporating the IBM LTFS format standard.
IBM LTFS compatibility allows access to tape-stored data as if the data were on disk or even
flash storage.

To help meet security and compliance requirements, TS4300 supports WORM cartridges to
enhance data protection and provides library-managed encryption with IBM Security Key
Lifecycle Manager. To improve business continuity, TS4300 includes features such as automatic
control path and data path failover to provide automatic control in the event of the loss of a host
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adapter or control path.

IBM Spectrum Archive

Over the decades, as other systems dramatically increased in performance, the time needed to
find, mount and read a tape cartridge in a library became a real issue. Virtual tape systems
provided an excellent solution, offering the speed of disk and many of the economic and data
protection benefits of tape.

Innovation at IBM has also led to another strategy for mitigating the long access times of
tape—software-defined storage. IBM Spectrum Archive is part of the IBM Spectrum Storage
software portfolio designed to address data storage inefficiencies by changing the economics of
storage with a layer of intelligent software. This archive stores every bit of data at an optimal
cost, helping maximize performance while ensuring greater security. With the power of IBM
Spectrum Archive, users can take advantage of the air gap provided by tape and gain much
faster access to data assets.

IBM Spectrum Archive gives organizations a convenient way to use cost-effective IBM tape
drives and libraries within a tiered storage infrastructure. By using tape libraries instead of disks
to store data that is seldom accessed, organizations can improve efficiency and reduce costs.
IBM Spectrum Archive also seamlessly integrates with the scalability, manageability and
performance of IBM Spectrum Scale. This IBM enterprise file management platform enables
enterprises to move beyond simply adding storage and toward more fully optimizing data
management.

Using the IBM LTFS format standard, IBM Spectrum Archive provides direct, intuitive and
graphical access to data stored in LTO Ultrium and IBM 3592 tape cartridges. The archive
eliminates the need for additional tape management and data access software. With IBM
Spectrum Archive, accessing data stored on an IBM tape cartridge—instead of on disk—is
transparent. IBM Spectrum Scale keeps a pointer to the data on tape and retrieves the data
without user or operator intervention if requested. Using the capabilities of IBM Spectrum Scale,
IBM Spectrum Archive enables high performance and reliable access across the storage
infrastructure. In turn, IBM Spectrum Archive enables IBM Spectrum Scale installations to add
extensive capacity with lower media, floor space and power costs. And with policy-based
migration, organizations can expand archive capacity without impacting data availability.

With IBM Spectrum Archive and IBM Spectrum Scale working together across storage
environments, enterprises can have their air gap—and their data too.

Cloud and tape together

The public cloud offers many benefits to 21st century enterprises, but none of these are
compelling reasons to eliminate tape from storage environments. Storing data in the cloud is
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insufficient if cloud can’t provide the air gap protection offered by tape. Instead, cloud providers
are also using tape as part of their infrastructure to offer secure, low-cost archive solutions.

Given the rising number of cyberattacks and the importance of data protection, implementing a
storage strategy combining tape and cloud makes sense. Tape and cloud storage solutions can
coexist very advantageously, working together to lower storage costs, increase data
accessibility and ensure the reliability of storage solutions.

Industry insiders understand the value of tape in the modern data center. As one said:
“Ultimately, tape is no longer about offsite storage; it’s about offline storage. Protecting data
against ransomware and other malware attacks requires offline data protection. And tape is the
most effective and cost-efficient method of providing it. If storage needs have mutated in recent
years, tape’s role has changed rather than disappeared. As an offline medium, it still offers the
best protection against emerging forms of cybersecurity threats and can be perfectly adapted to

long-term storage needs, helping businesses now and in the years to come."7

Powerful defense against the dark arts

Tens of thousands of cyberattacks occur around the globe every day, costing businesses and
private individuals trillions of dollars. The “air gap” created when tape cartridges are secured
offline provides one of the most effective defenses against a wide range of cyber threats.
Hackers can’t corrupt data they can’t reach. IBM tape-based storage solutions can make tape
simple to deploy and manage while providing additional data protection, business resilience and
standards compliance features and capabilities. Thanks to IBM tape cartridges, drives and
libraries, and the capabilities of IBM software-defined storage, enterprises worldwide have
powerful tools with which to defend their most valuable resource.
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Why IBM?

IBM is the number one tape storage vendor
in the world. With more than 60 years of
commitment to the technology, IBM brings
the proven expertise and capabilities
demanded by enterprises in every industry
sector. Ongoing innovation within IBM tape
cartridge, tape library and virtual tape
offerings enables these systems to provide
powerful and extremely cost-efficient
solutions to the data storage challenges of
today—and tomorrow.

For more information

To learn more about tape storage solutions,
please contact your IBM representative or
IBM Business Partner, or visit ibm.com/it-
infrastructure/storage/tape

https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/storage/tape
https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/storage/tape
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